As the communication lines and switching hardware in disoibuted networks become much faster, a new trend of algorithms is needed to utilize it. Traditional broadcast algorithm send one packet along each communication line at a time, and propagate it by replicating and sending it on all the outgoing lines. This method does not use the high bandwidth or the switching hardware, and it overloads the processor. Our routing algorithms send several packets simultaneously on one communication line, and each packet is sent along a linear route. In this paper we assume that the switching hardware has limited strength. We present ..
the path VO-Vl-"'-V n IS denoted by p(Vo,Vn)=<VO,el,VloeZ, .,. ,enov n >. The set of vertices (VO,Vl,'" ,v,J that appear in a pamp, will be denoted V(P). /ather (v) is the vertex predecessor of v in the path p (r, v) . sons (v) is the set of nodes u such that v =/ather (u) . Given two paths p and q , we say that p $q ifp is a prefix of q.
For a node v, subtree (v) is the subtree spanned by the set of nodes u such that p (r, v)~ (r,u).
The weight w(P) of a path p is the sum of the weights of its edges; namely, for a path p (vo, v n ) as above, w(p (vo,vn ))=I.7=1 w(ei) ' The depth ofa vertex v is w (p (r,v». Given two paths p=<vO,el ....,en,v n > and q=<vn"en+l, ...,em,v m >, we define their concatenation asp·q. =<vO,el,··· ,en,v no en+l, ...,em,v m >. Definition : A trail is a concatenation of 1~1 simple paths, and it will be denoted by t (VO,Vl, ... ,Vl)= P(VO,Vl) ·P(Vl,VZ)· ...· P(Vl-l,Vl) .
The weight w(t) of a trail t=t (vo, VI ,Vz ..., Vl-l ,Vl) is the total weight of the paths that define it; namely, w (t)=I.:=l w (p (Vj-l' Vi»' Definition: Given a trail t=t (vo,v n )= <vO,el, ... ,en,v n > and an edge eet, then we say that t goes down e, if for some i, O~i <n, e=(vj, Vi+t>, and depth (vi) <depth (vi+d. We say that t goes up e, if depth(vi»depth(vj+l) ' t goes up a venex v if t goes up the edge (v,Jather(v». Note that some edges/vertices can appear more than once in t, and thus t can go up and down those edges/vertices. Definition: A broadcast set for a broadcast problem (T, w,r) is a set of trails ,!,={tlotZ, ... ,t"J such that each trail ti starts at r, and every node ve V appears in at least one of the trails. The weight we'!') of a broadcast set ,!,={tl,tz, ... •tmJ is the sum of the weights of the trails that Technion -Computer Science Department -Technical Report CS0623 -1990 define it; namely, W(\jf)=L~=l w(tj). An optimal broadcast set is a minimum weight broadcast set. A broadcast set that contains a single trail that traverses each edge ee E exactly twice, is a Depth First Search set, shortly denoted as a DFS set.
Example 1 : Consider the tree T o= (V,E) with weights as shown in Figure 1 . The path connecting the vertices r and a isp (r,a) =<r,el,i,e2,a>, and its weight is w(p(r,a) ) =w (el) +w(e2) =12. t=t(r,a,i,b)= p (r,a) 'p (a,i)·p (i,b) is a trail connecting rand b, with weight w(t)= w(p (r,a))+ w (p (a,i) ) + w(p (i,b) )=25. t goes down e3,e2 and k, it goes up a and e2. P(a,b) is the path induced by t (r,a,i,b) . VD={I(r,a,b,c,d,e,j,g,h,r) } is a DFS set for To· W(VD)=2'l:i:l w(ei)=92.
'¥o={t (r,a),t(r,c,b),t(r,g,j,e,d),t(r,h) } is an optimal broadcast set, and w(Vo) =66.
Problem formulation
We study the problem of finding an optimal broadcast set for a given broadcast problem. First we establish the notion of colored edges, vertices, and trees. Clearly, in any broadcast set for a linear broadcast routing problem (T,w,r) , at least one trail goes down every edge eeE. In addition the following holds for every optimal broadcast set.
Lemma 1 [ChG] : For every optimal broadcast set for a broadcast problem (T,w,r) , and for any edge e in T, either there exists a one trail going up e and down e, or no trail is going up e. , According to Lemma 1, the edges in E can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets with respect to an optimal broadcast set V. We say that an edge e or a vertex v is red w.r.t. to 'V if one trail is going up through it, and blue w.r.t to 'I'0therwise. Clearly, the color of a vertex v, is the same as the color of the edge (v,father(v) ), and thus we associate with each broadcast set 'l' the set of the blue vertices in 'V, B ('V), and the set blue_I(\jf) of its blue leaves. Now we turn to the definition of a colored tree and we show the relation between colored trees and broadcast sets. (4) the call to create_broadcast_set is omitted.
For example let T k ' for To and r (see Figure 1 ) be a colored tree such that blue_I (Tk')={c, d, e, f}, then A l' for T k ' outputs blue_leavesr; = <d, c, f, e>, and l1 T (=< 12, 10,0,-5>. Theorem 6 : Let Topt=(T,blue_leavesopt) be an optimal colored tree for (T,w,r) with k blue leaves. There exists a run of algorithm Al on inputs (T, w,r) and k that produces a colored tree Tk such that Tk=Topt. Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Let l1Tope and blue_leavesTt JPI be outputs of algorithm AI' in a certain run with input Topt. And let l1 i and blue_leaves (i) be the value of l1 in stage i of AI, and the i'th leaf colored blue by Al respectively. We prove that for each I~Sk, there exist a run of algorithm Al such that:
the Theorem follows directly from the above two claims.
We first note that the series {l1 i } is independent of the run ( Theorem 5). The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 and is by induction on i. . .
Topr' in which l' is red and Ii the leafthat is colored blue in step i in the above run of Al is blue. w(Topr')<w (Topt) , and the proof is identical to the induction step in the proof of Theorem 1, a contradiction. 0
Since Al can output any optimal broadcast set using k trails, in particularly it can 0Utput the • same broadcast sets algorithm TreeRouting [ChG] outputs.
We now discuss the complexity of algorithm AI. The algorithm clearly works in stages (steps 3.1 -3.3). We first bound the number of stages in each run of Al (Lemma 8), and then bound the complexity of each stage, and hence the complexity of the algorithm (Theorem 7).
Lemma 8: Algorithm Al with inputs (T, w,r) and k halts after at most minCk, I V I) stages.
Proof : If k> IL I (recall that L denotes the leaves set), since each time step (3.3) of the . algorithm. is executed, one leaf turns blue, eventually after IL I stages all the leaves will be blue, and the maximum in step (3.2) will be null. Proof: The algorithm assumes that for each vertex v, depth (v) is known. The assumption is justified by the fact that depth (v) can be calculate during a DFS pass on the tree, which is o (N). In each step of the algorithm:
• In step (3.1) the evaluation of the difference is 0 (1) , in addition, the maximum is taken over the set of leaves, there are at most N leaves, so this operation is 0 (N).
• Union of two disjoint sets (step (3.2», which can be done 0 (1) .
• update_db updates the db's of the leaves in subtree (b), since the update operation takes 0(1), the total work done by update_db is 0 (N).
There are at most k stages (Lemma 8), since each stage takes 0 (N), the repeat unalloop takes o (k'N) time. According to Lemma 5, the complexity of create_broadcast_set is 0 (N).
Adding all these amounts together yields total complexity 0 (k-N). 0
ALGORITHM A2
The next algorithm we present is using the same technique developed in A1. This algorithm is simpler and more efficient, its complexity is 0 (N) which is better then 0 (k'N) for all k's. As we said in the introduction we presented Al mainly for the sake of proof, and th~ proof of A2 will be done by reduction to AI.
A2 gets the same inputs as AI, i.e. a broadcast problem (T, w,r) and k a bound on the number of trails to be used, like A1 it creates an optimal colored tree, and then uses create_broadcast_set to construct an optimal broadcast set. The algorithm makes three passes on the tree. The first pass is a DFS pass, during this pass (calc_depth procedure) it computes the depth of all the vertices in the tree. It also computes for each internal vertex v two additional values: max_Ieaf(v), the id of the deepest leaf in subtree (v), and max_son(v) , the id of v's son u, whose subtree contains max_Ieaf (v) .
To understand better the second pass of algorithm A2 we state here three observations on AI' s behavior: (1) the profit from coloring a certain leaf I in blue depends only at its depth and the depth of the deepest blue vertex in p (r,l) , db (l) . In algorithm A2 we save the depth of the current deepest internal blue vertex in the variable deepest_blue. So the profit from coloring a leaf I in blue is depth (l)-2'deepest_blue (compare with (*». (3) since A1 is greedy, and the leaf with the maximal profit is chosen in each step, the first leaf to be colored in subtree (v), for each internal vertex v, is the deepest leaf in subtree (v), i.e. max_Ieaf(v) . The same leaf, is the only one that might cause v's coloring in blue.
The second pass (calcyrofit procedure) computes for each leaf I the profit from coloring it in blue, according to the above three rules. It uses the data created during the first pass, and can be described in the following way: the traversal starts in r, and it traverses only vertices that might be colored in blue, Le. vertices that the profit from coloring them in blue is positive. Since only Technion -Computer Science Department -Technical Report CS0623 -1990 such vertices are traversed the color is not mentioned during the algorithm, and is used only for the infonnal description. Actually , traversing a certain path means coloring its vertices and edges in blue.
According to observation (3) the first leaf that should be colored in blue is max_leaf (r), actually p (r,max_Ieaf (r» is colored in blue. The deepest internal blue vertex before the coloring is of course r, and deepest_blue~O. Generally, when the algorithm reaches a vertex v for the first time it colors the path p (v,max_Ieaf (v» Note that the profits are not computed in the greedy order as in algorithm A 1. But according to observation (1) , only the vertices in subtree(v) are affected from the change in v's color. Those vertices are colored immediately after v, and as long as we keep that rule, the profits are computed right.
The traversal of the tree tenninates when r searched all of its sons. During the second pass, all the leaves that are worth coloring in blue are inserted to the list blue-'eaves and assigned a profit value that appears in prefits. Before the third DFS pass begins, the k most profitable leaves among those in blue_leaves and profits are selected, and only those leaves are left in blue_leaves and profits. The third pass creates a broadcast set '1ft such that blue_I ('lflc)=blue_leaves, it calls create_broadcast_set routine.
Algorithm A2 uses the follo~ng data structures and variables, we assume that the identities of the nodes are L.n :
a variable containing the id of the current vertex.
depth:
an array. depth (v) contains the depth ofv.
sons : an array of lists. sons (v) is a list of v's sons.
father: an array. father (v) is the id of v's father.
max_leaf: an array. max leaf (v) is the id of the deepest leaf in subtree (v).
blue leaves: a list of the potential blue leaves.
profits:
an array containing for each IE blue_leaves the profit gained by coloring I in blue.
deepest_blue: a variable containing the depth of the deepest blue vertex in the current path.
COLOR:
an array containing the color of each vertex v in the final tree.
'Vk:
the broadcast set.
The algorithm is using the following procedures:
calc_depth (v): this recursive procedure computes the depths of all the vertices in subtree (v) .
In addition for each vertex v it updates the value of max_leaf (v) and max_son (v) .
calcyrofit (v,deepest_blue) : this recursive procedure finds the leaves that might colored blue in subtree (v) . The leaves are added to the blue_leaves list, and the appropriate profit values are saved in profits. deepest_blue contains the depth of the deepest internal blue vertex in p (r, v) .
In addition we use the following procedures (whose code is not specified here).
see Section 2.2. get_best_k (k,blue_leaves,profits) :
this procedure receives a list of blue leaves and their profits, and returns the k most profitable leaves in the list, together with their profits. The routine uses the linear time algorithm for finding the k'th largest number in a series of numbers (see [AHU] ), and then in one pass all the k profits (and leaves) bigger than or equal to it are selected.
Algorithm A2
(1) First DFS pass : depth (r)~O; calc_depth (r);
(2) Initializations, and second DFS path :
calcyrojits (r, 0); get_best_k (k,blue_leaves,projits) ;
for uesons (v) Technion -Computer Science Department -Technical Report CS0623 -1990 ·19· calc_depth (u); if (depth (max_leaf (u»>depth (max_leaf (v») Assume k =4, so all the leaves in blue_leaves will be indeed colored in blue. When create_broadcast_set starts, i~ will first create a path p (r,a) that will be represented by a. When the routine returns from a, it will call create_broadcast_set with k, as a result after the call V={p (r,k).t (k,c,k).p (k,b) ), where p (r,k) is represented only by k's id, t (k,c,k) by the edges ids, and p(k,b) by b's id. V will be. actually represented as {k.es.es.b}. Note that since the path is represented only by the destination node, it doesn't matter if the source node is k, i or r.
Therefor we can always add one of b's ancestors, for example k, and a closed red trail starting and ending in k as a prefix to a path p (r,b) and still the path reaches b. The routine continues in a similar way to subtree U) and the resulting 'l'k will be equal to '1'0 (Section 2.1).
We now turn to the proof of correctness.
Lemma 10 : Let blue leaves be the ordered list of blue leaves produced by A2 for a broadcast problem (T, w,r) . Then there exist a run of algorithm Al with k= IV I such that for every ve V the first leaf I that was colored blue in subtree (v) in A2' s run (i.e. joined blue_leaves), if such a leaf exist, is the first from subtree (v) that joined blue_leaves in AI's run.
Proof: The proof is by induction on the length m (in edges) of the path p Cr, v). For m~, v=r.
The first leaf in T to join blue_leaves in AI's run, II is a deepest leaf in T. In A2 the first leaf to join blue_leaves is also a deepest leaf in T, max_leaf (r). So if we choose II =max_leaf (r), we get a run that satisfies the claim. (u)-subtree (v) ) be the first leaf that turned blue in subtree (u), by the induction hypothesis, there exist a run of Al such that l' is the first leaf that joined blue_leaves in that run. It is clear now that some leaf from subtree (v) will join blue_leaves in AI's run, and that the first leaf to do that is a deepest leaf in subtree (v) (because the maximum /i.i in subtree (v) is achieved by a deepest leaf). In A2 a deepest leaf (max_leaf (v) ) is also the first one to join blue_leaves. So if we take a run of Al that always picks max_leaf (v) as a the first leaf in the subtree it will satisfy the Lemma. (T,w,r) and k is optimal.
Proof: Consider the colored tree Top, that is produced by algorithm Al in the run that was mentioned in Lemma 11. According to Theorem 3, the colored tree Tic we get If we stop that run after k stages is an optimal colored tree for (T, w,r) with k trails. According to Lemma 11, and to Lemma 6, w(TIc)=w«T,blue_leaves)). 0 Theorem 8 : The complexity of algorithm A2 is 0 (N) where N = IV I.
Proof: The algorithm contains three DFS passes, each takes 0 (N) steps. After the second DFS pass the best k leaves are selected. This can be done by finding the k'th best leaf in 0 (N) [AHU] , and selecting k leaves in one pass on the blue_leaves and profits lists. In Lemma 5 we proved that the complexity of create_broadcast_set is 0 (N), the theorem follows. 0
It is clear that algorithms Al and A2 solve the TLB problem studied in [ChG] for k= IVI. Furthennore, algorithm A2 can be modified to solve the TLB problem [ChG] more efficiently. In this case since all the leaves I that appear in blue_leaves after the second traversal is done must be colored blue, so the selection of the first k leaves is unnecessary. The path construction can be done during the second DFS pass, and the complexity of the algorithm is 0 (N). This result does not contradicts the lower bound D. (N 2 ) that was presented in [ChG] , since their algorithm operates on edges, while ours works with paths, with the right data structure Technion -Computer Science Department -Technical Report CS0623 -1990 ·21 implementation the complexity of 0 (N) is achieved.
APPLICATIONS
The °linear broadcast routing algorithms introduced in this paper can be used in high bandwidth network, with switching hardware. In this algorithms the only work done by the general purpose processors (besides the broadcasting node) is receiving the packet when the broadcast is done, all the switching is done by the switching hardware. This algorithm enables transmission of a packet several times along certain communication line thus utilizing the high bandwidth of the communication lines. If we assume that a transmission of a packet between any two general purpose processors in the network takes one time unit, the broadcast terminates during one time unit.
The versions we introduced are centralized algorithms. They can be ran by the node initiating the broadcast. The output of this algorithms is a set of trails. Each trail should be used as a header that contains the switching information (the ANR header in PARIS [CiG] ). During algorithm A2 we assume that we can use the vertex id instead of the whole path. This can be done if we use a tree in which the ids of all the vertices in subtree (v) are less than or equal to v. In this case the links can be marked by the ids of v's neighbors, and the switching can be done by a simple comparator.
Algorithm A2 can be very easily modified to a distributed algorithm. In this case there is no need that the broadcasting node will know the topology of all the network, because it can be collected during the first DFS pass. To get a distributed version of A2 all the for loops that appear in the code, when the recursion is in a certain vertex v, should be changed to messages that are sent to v's sons, since each son's part can be done independently. The message in the first pass (calc_depth) should contain the depth, and in the second pass (calcyrofit) the value of deepest_blue. Instead of the selection, each vertex can send to its father the list of the best k leaves, and the father can use a merge to decide which k leaves it should send up. During the third pass the trails has to be send, each trail contains at most 0 (N) edges. The distributed algorithm message complexity is 0 (k'N) , and the maximum message length is 0 (N'logd) where d is the maximal vertex degree. The advantages of the distributed version is that no vertex should know the network topology, otherwise the centralized algorithm is more efficient. Given a broadcast set 'V it is straight forward to find the colored tree T e that induces it.
Observation [ChG] Corollary [ChG] : Let 'V be an optimal broadcast set for a broadcast problem (T, w,r), then for T e the colored tree that induces 'V the following holds: (1) The broadcast vertex r is always blue.
(2) All the paths ftom the root r to the leaves in T e , have a non-empty blue prefix, and a (possibly empty) red suffix.
(3) Every trail ends in a blue leaf. In other words, every blue vertex has at least one blue son.
A legal colored tree for a broadcast problem (T, w,r) is one satisfying properties (1), (2) and (3) in the Corollary. All the colored trees in the sequel, except (T,0) «T, frY»~ (that induces a DFS set) are legal.
With each colored tree, T e we associate the set of its blue leaves blue_I(T e ) in a similar way to the broadcast set case.
Lemma 2: Let Te=(T,B) and Tc'=(T,B') be colored trees for a broadcast problem (T,w,r), then blue_l (Te)=blue_l (T e ') if and only if B=B'.
Proof: The first part of the proof is straight forward. Now assume that two colored trees for (T, w,r) T e and T e , has the same group of blue leaves. From the Corollary [ChG] (2) it follows that every blue vertex has a blue father, hence the paths from the root to the blue leaves are blue. From Corollary [ChG] (3) we conclude that these are the only blue paths in the tree. 0 It follows from the above Lemma, that a colored tree can be specified either by its blue vertices set, or by its blue leaves set. .
Definition: Let T e and T e , be two colored trees for a broadcast problem (T,w,r). Two broadcast sets 'VeBS(Te) and 'l"eBS(T e ,) are equivalent (denoted 'V-'ll') if
Te=T e '; namely, 'V-"" if they are induced by the same colored tree.
Lemma 3 : Let 'V and"" be two equivalent broadcast sets for a broadcast problem (T, w,r) then
Proof : Since 'V-"", they are induced by the same colored tree hence B ('V)=B (""), from the definition of the color, the sets of blue and red edges in 'V and "" are also equal. From the definition of the color red it follows that every red edge appear twice in both 'V and "". From the Corollary [ChG] (1) If an edge e is red in T e , then e appears twice in '1. From Lemma 3 it follows that the weight of a broadcast set is determined only by the colored tree that induces it, hence we define the weight of a colored tree, and an optimal colored tree.
Definition: Let T e be a colored tree, then w(Te)=w('¥) where ,¥EBS(T e ).
An optimal colored tree is a minimal weight colored tree.
From the above discussion it follows that we can reduce the problem of finding an optimal weight broadcast set to that of finding an optimal colored tree T e . From Corollary [ChO] (3) it follows that if T e is a colored tree that contains k blue leaves, there exist a broadcast set ,¥E BS (T e ) that contains exactly k trails. We now present a recursive routine create_broadcast_set, that gets a colored tree (T,B) with k blue leaves, and returns a broadcast set ,¥EBS«T,B», that contains k trails.
create_broadcast_set traverses the tree T. When it arrives at a vertex v, then if v is a leaf, a new trail containing only the path p (r, v) is added to the broadcast set Otherwise, for all v's sons color is blue, the traversal moves to them recursively, and eventually creates a new trail for each blue leaf in their subtrees. For v's sons whose color is red, a trail that contains DFS traversal of those subtrees (that starts and ends in v) is inserted to the first current trail, instead of the first appearance of v. During the creation of the broadcast set, we assume that a path p (u, v) is represented by v's id, Le. using only 0 (logN) memory. In this way, by using paths
I"
and not edges, the time complexity of create_broadcast_set is linear. The assumption is justified since in a tree the path from the current vertex to a vertex v is unique. This fact can be f used to implement the switching decision in hardware using only the destination vertex's id. See Applications section for details of the path representation.
create_broadcast_set is receiving the following parameters :
The head of the currently traversed subtree.
'1 :
The broadcast set.
COLOR: Array containing for each vertex v, BLUE if v is blue, and RED otherwise.
It uses the following variables :
The first trail in the current broadcast set, this trail will be splitted, and will contain DFS trails of the red subtrees in subtree (v). first: A flag indicating that this is the first trail in the current broadcast set. ' " flag : A flag indicating that v has red sons, and thus the prefix in t Iprej should be concatenated to t 1.
The routine is calling the recursive subroutine create_DFS_trail (v) whose code does not appear here. This subroutine gets a node v, and returns a DFS trail that covers subtree (v). The trail includes all the edges ids. 'I'+-'I'u'I";
if (flag) 'I'[1]+-t 1prej·t 1;
Lemma 4 : The subroutine create_broadcast_set, with parameters (r, 'l',blue_leaves) , returns o/eBS(Tc= (T,blue_leaves) ), where T c is a colored tree for (T, w,r) . IT T c contains k blue leaves, then 'I' contains k trails. Proof: create_broadcast_set is being called once for each blue vertex. One can easily check that the number of operations in each such call (excluding the call to create DFS trail) is constant. The concatenation and assignment can be done using pointers, thus every operation is 0 (1) . It follows that the total run time of create_broadcast_set is 0 (N).
create DFS trail is called once for each red vertex that has a blue father. The amount of work done by create_DFSJrail (v) is proportional to the number of edges in subtree (v) . create_DFS_trail traverse all the red edges in Tk. There are at most N -1 red edges in Tko so the total amount of work done by create_DFSJrail is 0 (N). If follows that the time complexity of create_broadcast_set is 0 (N) . Note that the space complexity is 0 (N'logN) , but we consider one operation on 0 (logN) bits as one time unit. 0 Example 2: Consider again To (Figure 1) , and the broadcast set % defined in Example 1. The edge eland the vertex k are blue, while es and c are red with respect to'l'o. The set of blue vertices in 'l'o is B (%) ={r,i,a,k,b,j,l,d,h) ; thus the colored tree To. = (T, (r,i,a,k,b,j,l,d,h)) induces 0/0, blue) ('Vo)= {a,b,d,h}. 'lfo= (p(r,a), t(r,c,b), t(r,e,d), t(r,g,f,h )} is another broadcast set for the same broadcast problem, and blue_I('If)=blue_1 ('1'0) and
and w('V)=w('I")=w(To).
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We present two algorithms (Al,A2) to solve the following problem:
TLBS (Tree Linear Broadcast with Simultaneous transmission limitations):
Given a broadcast problem (T, w,r), and l~::;; IV I, find an optimal broadcast set that contains at most k trails.
Note, that if k =IV I we get the TLB (Tree Linear Broadcast with no limitations) problem, studied in [ChG] .
ALGORITHM AI
Let (T, w,r) be a broadcast problem, and l~::;; I VI. The following algorithm computes an optimal broadcast set 'I'kt using at most k trails. The algorithm works in two stages. In the first stage (steps (1) -(3» it builds an optimal colored tree for (T, w,r), TJc, that contains at most k blue leaves. In the second stage the algorithm builds a broadcast set 'I'lceBS(T Ic ), Le. optimal by the definition of an optimal colored tree.
The construction of the colored tree Tic is done iteratively, but before we describe it we need the following definition. 
uep (r.l)rJJ
The algorithm starts with the (illegal) colored tree (T, (r}) . In each step a leaf I, the addition of which to the current blue leaf set maximally decreases the weight is selected (step (3.1) in the algorithm). If no such leaf exists, the coloring stops (step (3.2». Otherwise I is colored in blue, and according to Corollary [ChG] (2) this results in coloring blue all the vertices in V(p (db (l),l)-{db (I)) (Note that db (l) was blue before the above coloring). The above process can be done at most k times, provided that it strictly increases the number of blue leaves in Tic, and hence the number of trails in 'I'k'
The algorithm uses the following data structures:
a constant set containing all the leaves in T (V, E).
blue_leaves : an array of size k, containing the leaves that have been colored blue.
blue_leaves (i) is the leaf that has been colored blue in stage i of the algorithm.
B :
a set containing the blue vertices.
COLOR:
an array containing the color of each vertex v.
db: an array containing db (l).
I : a variable containing in stage i the leaf that changes from red to blue. 
Initializations :
{L contains all the leaves} i~;
B+-{r};
{ B contains the blue vertices}
{Initially all the vertices}
COLOR (r)=RED
{except r are red}
('tIeL) db(l)+-r;
{The deepest blue vertex in each path is r } (3) repeat {The coloring stage}
6+-max (w (P(db (x),x»-w (p (r,db (x»»; xeL-B
Let x=l be tI-.e vertex for which the above maximum is obtained, and b=db (I). update_db (b,l) Let p (b,l) =<vo=b,e It v It.·., v,_Ite" v,=l>;
In the discussion of algorithm A I, we will use xi, where x is any variable used by algorithm AI, to denote the value of variable x after stage i.
Example 3 : Consider the run of the Algorithm Al with inputs To (Figure 1) , and k=3. Initially (T,Bo)=(T, (rj) . In the first step of the algorithm, since a is a deepest leaf in To, ~1=I2, and [1=a, hence the path p (r, a) turns to blue, B l=:;{r,i,a j, and db (b) l= db(c)l= i. In the second step ~2=I2, and d turns to blue (Note that d is also a deepest leaf in To, and that the order of coloring d and a could be changed). Now the set of blue vertices is B 2 ={r,i,a,j,l,dj, so db (b)2=db(c)2=i, db (j)2=db (g)2=db (h)2=j, and db(e) 2=1. ~3= w(P(i,b» -w(p(r,i»= CS0623 -1990 ·10· and B 3 can be either {r, i,a,j,l,d,k,b}, or {r,i,a,il,d,h}. '1'3 can be either (t(r,a),t(r,c,b),t(r,h,g,f,e,d)}, or (t(r,c,b,a),t(r,e,d),t(r,g,f,h )}, with respect to the selection of the third blue leaf. Running the same algorithm for k =4 will result in ' I'4={t(r,a),t(r,c,b),t(r,e,d). t(r,g,f. h)}. For k>4 the algorithm terminates at step (3.2) and
PROOF OF CORRECTNESS AND ANALYSIS
In this section we give proof of correctness for algorithm Al (section 4.1), and analyze its properties (section 4.2).
In section 4.1 we prove that the colored tree and the broadcast set algorithm A1 builds for a broadcast problem (T,w,r) and k are optimal. We first show that the value of!1 i is equal to the decrease in the weight of the colored tree in stage i of A1 (Lemma 6). Then we show that the sequence {!1 i } is non-increasing (Lemma 7). Next we show that the· coloring Tk=(T,B k ) created by algorithm A 1 in case the first stage terminates after exactly k steps (in step (3.3», is optimal (Theorem 1). To show this we start with an optimal colored tree for the broadcast problem Top,. and construct k+l successive colored trees (~tJT1pt,T~tJ ... ,T~pt). rJpt=T oPtJ and all the trees in {T~ptl has equal weight and exactly k blue leaves. In addition the first i leaves colored blue by Al are blue in T~pt. By Lemma 2, T~Pt=Tk' hence Tk is optimal. In Theorem 2 we discuss the case when the coloring stage terminates after k'<k steps (in step (3.2) of AI), and
show (using the fact that the {!1 i ) are non-increasing) that the coloring created in this case is optimal. We conclude by constructing a broadcast set that corresponds to the colored tree T k •
In section 4.2 we discuss the of properties algorithm A1. In Theorem 4, we prove that the weight of an optimal weight broadcast set 'V, is given by w('I')=2·w(E)-L7=1!1i. In Theorem 5 we show that the sequence {!1 1 } is determined only by (T,w,r) , and is independent of the run of , AI. We then show (Theorem 6) that every optimal weight broadcast set for a broadcast problem (T, w,r) is a possible output of AI. Theorem 7 shows that the time complexity of Al is O(k·/VI).
PROOF OF CORRECTNESS
The next lemma shows that in each step of the algorithm the weight of the colored tree (T,B i) decreases in the amount calculated in !1 in stage i of the algorithm. Hence:
[depth (li)-depth (bi)]-[depth (bi)-depth (r)]=depth (/i)-Z'depth (bi)=&i.D
Lemma 7: &i~i+l for every i~l.
• Proof: Consider the following two cases: (1) The coloring stage clearly tenninates, since the number of blue leaves increases with each iteration. In the trivial case the algorithm terminates in step (1) , otherwise the coloring tenninates either in step ~3.2) of the algorithm, or in step (3.3). We first show correctness in case the coloring stops in step (3.3).
Theorem 1 : Let Tk= (T,B k) be the colored tree built by algorithm Al , given a broadcast problem (T, w,r) , and an integer I~:::; IVI, in a run where the coloring terminates in step (3.3), then Tk is optimal.
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T!.pI Figure 3 Following the Corollary of Lemma 3 : w(T~pt) =W(T~pl) + [w(P(b,l')-w(p(r,b»] Figure 4) . .
We now discuss the correctness of algorithm Al in case in terminates in step (3.2)
Theorem 2: If algorithm Al on inputs (T,w,r) and k terminates in step (3.2) after k'<k stages, then the colored tree TK it builds is optimal.
Proof: Let T opt be an optimal colon~d tree for (T,w,r) with m'5k blue leaves. One can prove, that there exist a colored tree, T~pt> that contains m blue leaves such that w (T~t)=W (Topt) and blue_l (TK)chlue_I (T~pt). This implies that m~'. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 1. If m=k', then we are done.
If m > k', we build a series of colored trees {T~~1,T~;?, "',T'q,,} such that for I~i Sm -k' : (T,,) , and w(T~t)=w(T,,), according to Lemma 2, T':pt=T", and thus T" is optimal. 0 TheoreJ!1 3 : The broadcast set 'Ilk algorithm Al outputs for inputs (T,w,r) , a broadcast -t problem and k~ IV I, is an optimal broadcast set, containing at most k trails. Moreover, the colored tree T~=(T,B i) created by A1 after i steps for (T, w,r) , is an optimal colored tree for (T, w,r) using i trails.
Proof: We showed (Theorems 1 and 2) that the colored tree Tk=(T,B k ), contains at most k blue leaves, and is optimal. According to Lemma 4, create_broadcast_set(r, 'IIk, B k ) returns 'IIkEBS(Tk) , that contains m trails, where m is the number of blue leaves in Tic' Following the definition of an optimal colored tree, 'Ilk is optimal. The second part of the theorem follows from the fact that the bound k on number of trails affect only the number of iteration executed by AI, and not coloring decisions the algorithm makes. 0
PROPERTIES OF ALGORITHM A1
Theorem 4 : The weight of the optimal colored tree for a broadcast problem (T, w,r) , using k trails is W (Tk)=2·w (E)-L~=l t1. Proof: We have shown (see Theorem 3) that after i steps the weight of the colored tree created by Al for (T,w,r) is the minimal we can get using i trails. We have also shown (Lemma 6) that {t1. i } is the series of differences between the weights of this optimal colored trees. The theorem ~ follows. 0
In the next theorem we show that any optimal colored tree for a broadcast problem (T, w,r) is a possible output of algorithm AI. For the proof of the Theorem we need the following algorithm.
Algorithm A I' : receives as input a colored tree Tic for a broadcast problem (T,w,r) , with k blue leaves. It outputs blue_leavesT 1 ' an array containing all the blue leaves in Tko and an array !1T 1
• A I' like A 1 starts with the colored tree (T, (r}) , in step i it selects a leaf IE blue_I (Tic) , that achieves the maximum identical to that in step (3.1) of algorithm AI, and was not selected yet.
Algorithm A I' selects I even if the above maximum x, is less than or equal to zero. It then colors I in blue, sets blue_leavesT (i)=l and !1T 1 (i) =x. This process terminates after all the blue l leaves in blue_I(Tk) are selected. Algorithm A I' is actually ordering the leaves in blue_I (TIc) in the order Al would have colored them. Note that A I' is forced to color all the blue leaves in Tko and only them, even if the value of the above maximum is less than or equal to zero, or there is a leaf l'E blue_I (Tic) , that achieves the maximum in a certain step.
A I' is obtained from algorithm A1 by the following modifications: (1) we use blue_I(TIc) instead of L .
(2) the value of !1 in step (3.1) is assigned to !1T 1 (i).
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